Abstract | Although the complement system is primarily perceived as a host defence system, a more versatile, yet potentially more harmful side of this innate immune pathway as an inflammatory mediator also exists. The activities that define the ability of the complement system to control microbial threats and eliminate cellular debris -such as sensing molecular danger patterns, generating immediate effectors, and extensively coordinating with other defence pathways -can quickly turn complement from a defence system to an aggressor that drives immune and inflammatory diseases. These host-offensive actions become more pronounced with age and are exacerbated by a variety of genetic factors and autoimmune responses. Complement can also be activated inappropriately, for example in response to biomaterials or transplants. A wealth of research over the past two decades has led to an increasingly finely tuned understanding of complement activation, identified tipping points between physiological and pathological behaviour, and revealed avenues for therapeutic intervention. This Review summarizes our current view of the key activating, regulatory, and effector mechanisms of the complement system, highlighting important crosstalk connections, and, with an emphasis on kidney disease and transplantation, discusses the involvement of complement in clinical conditions and promising therapeutic approaches. NATURE REVIEWS | NEPHROLOGY VOLUME 12 | JULY 2016 | 383
Clinical observations, results from genome-wide association studies (GWAS), and insights from improved disease models have renewed interest in the human complement system. The complement system is now understood to contribute to a growing list of immune, inflammatory and age-related conditions, with kidney disorders assuming a particularly prominent place [1] [2] [3] . The strong association between the complement system and disease might at first seem unexpected, given the beneficial role of complement as a first line of defence against microbial threats. Protection from infection is certainly a defining function of this ancient innate immune pathway, especially during the early stages of life when adaptive immunity is still developing. Rapid recognition and opsonic tagging of microbial intruders by complement components not only facilitates elimination of pathogens but also supports the development of adaptive immune responses 1, 4, 5 .
In the past few decades, however, seminal discoveries have led to the realization that such an intricate system with unique surface recognition capabilities would not be evolutionarily maintained for the sole purpose of killing microorganisms. Rather, complement exerts much broader functions in immune surveillance and homeostasis 1 . For example, complement assists in the clearance of immune complexes, cellular debris, and apoptotic cells and has been associated with early development and tissue repair 1, [6] [7] [8] [9] . Such a broad involvement in physiological processes can only be achieved through close communication of the complement system with other regulatory systems. Indeed, numerous relationships involving crosstalk between complement and other biological systems have meanwhile been described, underscoring a role for complement as an immunological mediator, rather than merely an antimicrobial effector 1, 5 . Newer studies also suggest that complement is not a strictly intravascular system; instead, local secretion of complement components by tissue and infiltrating cells, and potentially even intracellular complement turnover, contribute to the overall complement response in many circumstances 10 . Yet the prime surface-recognition capabilities, functional versatility, and tight interconnectivity of the complement system also provide a basis for its undesirable effects. The emerging picture of complement is one of a powerful surveillance system that can be inadvertently triggered by injured, damaged, or altered cells and by biosurfaces used in modern medicine. Autoimmune reactions, age-related modifications, deficiencies, and genetic alterations in complement proteins often exacerbate complement-mediated damage and tip the balance
Complement in immune surveillance
Despite its diverse functions, activation of the complement system typically follows a simple yet effective sequence that involves surface recognition and opsonic tagging of a target cell, self-amplification, generation of effector molecules, and induction of immune signalling. The involvement of individual recognition molecules and modulators determines the breadth and severity of the complement response 1, 4 to ensure that the reaction to an apoptotic cell is more tempered than that toward an invading pathogen, for example, and to spare healthy host cells from complement activation. Studies over the past decade have revealed insights into the molecular machinery that facilitates this immune surveillance 4 . The below section summarizes the major mechanisms by which complement is activated and modulated under physiological conditions, focusing on overarching concepts rather than the traditional distinction of classical, lectin, and alternative pathways
.
Danger sensing and complement activation
A key function of complement is the sensing of potential insults, which is achieved through the detection of pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs) or damage-associated molecular patterns (DAMPs) by specialized recognition molecules (FIG. 1) . C1q predominantly binds to IgG and IgM when arranged in antigenantibody complexes 12 but also detects other molecules such as lipopolysaccharides and phosphatidylserine 4, 13 . In contrast, mannose-binding lectin (MBL) mainly recognizes carbohydrate patches that are rich in d-mannose and l-fucose. Although MBL has long been considered the prime initiator of the lectin pathway (BOX 1) , it is now clear that other recognition molecules such as ficolins and collectin-11 are also involved in sensing carbohydrates and/or acetylated moieties on microbial and apoptotic cells 4 . In the circulation, the recognition molecules are associated with serine proteases: C1q associates with C1r and C1s, and MBL, ficolins, and collectin-11 form complexes with MBL-associated serine proteases (MASPs). Binding of these complexes to target surfaces leads to activation of the associated serine proteases, which then cleave the plasma proteins C2 and C4. Activation of C4 produces the opsonin C4b, which is deposited on the target surface via a thioester moiety. The cleavage fragment of C2, in turn, binds to C4b to generate a C3 convertase complex (termed either C4b2b or C4b2a in the literature), which activates the abundant complement component C3. Convertase-mediated cleavage of C3 liberates the anaphylatoxin C3a and generates the versatile opsonin C3b that, like C4b, covalently binds to activating surfaces. The high plasma concentration of C3 (~1 mg/ml), which is relatively inert in its native form, is a critical factor in the rapid reactivity of the complement system. Conversely, the ultra-short reaction time of the activated thioester moiety of C3b and C4b restricts opsonization to the immediate site of activation and reduces bystander opsonization of other cells 4 . The amplification step that follows initial opsonization often determines the fate of the target cell (FIG. 1) . Surface-deposited C3b binds the protease factor B (FB), which is subsequently cleaved by factor D (FD) to form another C3 convertase, C3bBb. Importantly, this convertase is able to activate additional C3 to form C3b and produce more C3 convertases, thereby creating a self-amplification loop that leads to efficient opsonization of unprotected cells and surfaces. Under most circumstances, C3-mediated amplification by the 'alternative pathway' (BOX 1) contributes most of the overall complement response 14, 15 . The increasing density of C3b opsonins on the target surface leads to the formation of convertases that preferentially cleave complement component C5. Upon activation, with release of the anaphylatoxin C5a, the resulting C5b associates with complement components C6 and C7, inserts into membranes and forms a membrane-attack complex (MAC) through binding to C8 and multiple copies of C9. Of note, although C4b can generate a C3 convertase, the presence of C3b is required for C5 convertase formation. Furthermore, C3 is continuously hydrolysed at a low rate, producing a C3b-like conformational state that can form alternative pathway-initiating C3 convertases with FB and FD. This 'tick-over mechanism' provides a state of complement alertness in the circulation but can also be actively induced when C3 is adsorbed on certain interfaces (for example, on platelet surfaces or biomaterials), and changes its conformation counteracted by ion pumps 17 . These protective effects can, however, be overwhelmed -a principle that is used to achieve complement-dependent cytotoxicity in cancer therapy 18 . Of note, cell lysis is not the only effector function of MAC; even when formed at sublytic levels, MAC can induce damage or activation of host cells and act as a proinflammatory mediator on various cells ranging from neutrophils to platelets 17 .
The dominant effector in signalling danger and in the induction of immune-modulatory responses by complement is typically the other C5-derived activation product, C5a 8, 19 . This anaphylatoxin is a potent chemoattractant, recruiting neutrophils and other cells to the activation site and priming them by binding to C5a receptor 1 (C5aR1, also known as CD88). The role of a second C5a receptor, C5aR2 (also known as C5L2), is not fully resolved and might involve decoy or modulatory functions 19 . C5a also exerts a variety of other effects on various cell types, including contraction of smooth muscle cells, and is an important orchestrator of immuno-inflammatory crosstalk (see below). Although C3a and C5a were once thought to have analogous functions because of their structural similarities, the two anaphylatoxins are now considered to have distinct activity spectra. Compared to the proinflammatory C5a, the activity of C3a, which signals through the C3a receptor (C3aR), seems to be more diverse and context-specific. For example, C3a does not attract neutrophils but might even counteract the neutrophil-attractant effects of C5a, and is reported to have direct antimicrobial activity 20, 21 . As such, C3a must be regarded as a unique inflammatory modulator, not just a less-potent homologue of C5a
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. Anaphylatoxin-mediated attraction and priming of immune cells are important prerequisites for phagocytosis, which contributes to the removal of microbial threats and cellular debris through antibody and complement-assisted mechanisms. Although C1q can contribute to phagocytosis by binding to its receptors gC1qR and cC1qR (also known as calreticulin) 22 , complement-mediated phagocytosis is mainly driven by the interactions of opsonins on target surfaces with complement receptors on phagocytes. Complement receptor 1 (CR1, also known as CD35), which is ubiquitously expressed on erythrocytes and many nucleated cells, binds both C3b and C4b. This adhesion receptor can facilitate Fcγ-receptor-mediated uptake of antibody-tagged cells, and erythrocyte-bound CR1 is instrumental in transporting opsonized particles to the spleen and liver 5 . Importantly, CR1 acts as a regulator of complement activation by mediating the degradation of C3b to iC3b and C3dg, thereby shifting the signalling profile of the opsonins. Although the term iC3b had been introduced to imply an 'inactive' form in terms of convertase formation, iC3b is in fact among the most versatile effectors. It is a major ligand for the integrin receptors CR3 (also known as CD11b/ CD18) and CR4 (also known as CD11c/CD18), which are found on most phagocytic cells. Moreover, C3b and iC3b bind to the complement receptor of the immunoglobulin family (CRIg), a phagocytic receptor on tissueresident macrophages such as Kupffer cells 23 . Finally, iC3b and C3dg modulate adaptive responses by binding to CR2 (also known as CD21) on B-cells and follicular dendritic cells (as discussed below). Thus, C3-derived opsonins fulfil various immune-modulator y functions, and their density and dynamic conversion on distinct cell surfaces shape the effector profile of the complement system.
Box 1 | The complement 'pathways'
Complement activation is typically described to occur through three distinct 'pathways' 1, 4 : the 'classical pathway' involves antibody-mediated activation via the C1 complex comprising C1q, C1r and C1s; the 'lectin pathway' is triggered by carbohydrate signatures on cell surfaces; and the 'alternative pathway' involves direct activation of C3 through surface-binding or tick-over, and properdin (FP)-mediated binding of C3b. However, improved understanding of the mechanisms of complement activation and the recognition of complement functions beyond host defence has led to a move away from this strict separation of initiation routes. For example, antibodies can also initiate the lectin pathway via their carbohydrate portions, and proteases of the MASP family that are typically attributed to lectin pathway activation might well have a role in the alternative pathway [175] [176] [177] . Of note, however, some of the activities of MASP-1/3, such as the cleavage of pro-factor D (FD) to mature FD, might not depend on lectin pathway activation but rather be mediated in a 'homeostatic' manner independent of prior pattern recognition 175, 176 . Depending on the cellular target or disease state, several initiation mechanisms might be triggered simultaneously. The traditional pathway terminology can itself cause confusion, since the 'alternative' pathway is often the dominant contributor to the overall complement response through the amplification loop 14, 15 . Moreover, the alternative pathway can be divided into at least two arms: one that initiates complement activation and invokes pattern recognition (that is, by properdin) or hydrolysis of C3 (that is, by tick-over), and one that mediates amplification independent of the initiating mechanism. Finally, 'extrinsic' proteases that are not traditionally associated with the complement system, in particular those from the coagulation cascade (for example thrombin and plasmin) can directly activate C3 and/or C5, thereby providing an additional, context-specific pathway of complement activation 31, 178 . Although the differentiation of the classical, lectin and alternative pathways remains helpful in many circumstances, this distinction should be used with care. Nature Reviews | Nephrology 
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Self-surface pattern Figure 1 | Mechanisms of differential complement activation and regulation under physiological conditions. When complement encounters a foreign cell, the recognition molecules C1q, mannose-binding lectin (MBL), ficolins, and collectin-11 sense antibody clusters or pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs) and activate associated serine proteases (C1r, C1s or MBL-associated serine proteases (MASPs)) that cleave C4 and C2 to form the C3 convertase (C4b2b) of the classical pathway (CP) and lectin pathway (LP) on the triggering cell. In addition, tick-over or surface interactions of C3 with certain cell surfaces leads to C3 hydrolysis and generation of initial alternative pathway (AP) C3 convertases. All C3 convertases cleave C3 into the anaphylatoxin C3a and C3b, the latter of which is deposited on activating surfaces (opsonization). Factor B (FB) binds to C3b and gets activated by Factor D (FD) to form the final AP convertases (C3bBb), which activate more C3 to C3b and fuel an amplification loop. Increasing densities of C3b deposition favour the generation of C5 convertases, which activate C5 to release the anaphylatoxin C5a and C5b, which, after tiered interactions with C6-C9 and membrane insertion, in turn forms membrane attack complexes (MACs), which leads to lysis, damage, or activation of target cells. The released anaphylatoxins act as immune mediators and, particularly in the case of C5a, attract and prime immune cells. Interaction of the C3b opsonin and its degradation products iC3b and C3dg with complement receptors (CRs) mediates cell adhesion (via CR1 (also known as CD35)) and/or phagocytic uptake (via CR3, CR4, and CRIg). Concurrently, iC3b and C3dg modulate adaptive immune responses by binding to CR2 on the B cell co-receptor, thereby lowering the threshold of B-cell stimulation. Properdin (FP) stabilizes the C3 and C5 convertases and increases complement-mediated opsonization and effector generation. On healthy cells, complement activation is tightly controlled. C1 esterase inhibitor (C1-INH), MAP1 and sMAP regulate the activity of recognition complexes, whereas soluble C4b-binding protein (C4BP) and factor H (FH) -which recognize self-surface patterns such as heparin and sialic acid, and bind to host cells -or membrane-bound regulators of complement activation (RCA) proteins (CD35, CD46 and CD55) control convertase activity by accelerating convertase decay and/or act as cofactors for the factor I (FI)-mediated degradation of C3b and C4b. Finally, CD59, clusterin (clu) and vitronectin (vtn) prevent formation of MAC. 'Silent' removal of damaged and apoptotic cells, debris, and immune complexes is achieved through the sensing of damage-associated molecular patterns (DAMPs), either directly by complement recognition complexes or mediated by modulators such as pentraxins (for example, PTX3). Controlled activation of complement occurs with limited deposition of opsonins that facilitate phagocytic clearance. In addition to C3b/iC3b/C3dg, C1q also contributes to clearance by binding to C1q receptors (gC1qR and cC1qR). CA, cofactor activity; CRIg, CR of the immunoglobulin superfamily; DAA, decay acceleration activity; FcγR, Fcγ receptor.
Regulating the complement response
Modulators of complement activity in the circulation and on the surface of cells are essential to prevent complement from attacking healthy host cells and to adjust the response of the complement system to microbial and homeostatic insults (FIG. 1) . Regulation of the complement system starts at the initiation steps through the control of recognition molecules and their associated proteases. The circulating C1 esterase inhibitor (C1-INH) inactivates C1r, C1s, and MASP-1/2 but also acts on non-complement serine proteases 4, 24 . Splice products of MASPs (MAP-1 and sMAP), which lack the protease domains of MASPs, compete with MASPs for binding to MBL, ficolins, and collectins 25 . The assembly of C3 and C5 convertases is particularly well-controlled by proteins from the 'regulators of complement activation' (RCA) family. These modular proteins, which are composed of complement control protein (CCP) domains, prevent the formation of convertase complexes and destabilize existing ones. They also act as cofactors for the serine protease factor I (FI) to enable the degradation of C3b and/or C4b. Among RCA members, the membrane-bound CR1 is particularly potent, since it acts on all C3 and C5 convertases and mediates full cleavage of both C4b and C3b. The other membrane-bound RCA family members confer either cofactor activity (membrane cofactor protein; also known as CD46) or convertase decay activity (decay accelerating factor; also known as CD55). The soluble RCAs C4b-binding protein (C4BP) and factor H (FH) control complement activation in the circulation and assist in modulating the response on host cell surfaces. C4BP acts on C4b-containing convertases and mediates the degradation of C4b. FH is a 20-domain protein, the regulatory activity of which is mediated by its binding to hydrolysed C3 and C3b, thereby controlling both tick-over activation and the amplification loop. The N-terminus of FH provides convertase decay activity for C3bBb and enables FI-mediated degradation of C3b to iC3b. FH also has surface-recognition capabilities that discriminate between healthy and apoptotic host cells and microbial particles. The C-terminus of FH harbours an additional binding site for C3-derived opsonins and areas that recognize polyanionic patches found in glycosaminoglycans and sialic acids on host surfaces. FH-like protein 1 (FHL-1), a splice product that consists of the first seven FH domains, has the same regulatory capacity as FH but lacks some recognition capabilities; its smaller size, however, might allow better tissue penetration with potential implications for local convertase regulation 26 . By tightly controlling opsonization and convertase formation, RCAs impair C3 and C5 activation and largely prevent effector generation on host cells. However, given the potentially devastating effects of C5-derived effectors, additional mechanisms exist to keep their activity in check. The membrane-bound protein CD59 binds to active forms of C8 and C9 and prevents MAC formation. In addition, clusterin and vitronectin act as MAC regulators and scavenge partially formed MAC in solution. Finally, many host cells swiftly remove C5b−9 complexes via exocytosis or endocytosis 17 .
Anaphylatoxin activity is mainly regulated by carboxypeptidases that rapidly convert C3a and C5a to their desarginated forms (des-Arg), which profoundly reduces their effector functions. Residual and sometimes distinct activities of C3a-desArg and C5a-desArg when compared to their parent anaphylatoxins have been reported, although the physiological consequences of these activities remain unclear 19, 27 . Nevertheless, these findings indicate that conversion steps do not lead to complete inactivation of complement effectors, but rather to a shift in their activity and/or signalling profiles.
Whereas the above-mentioned regulators tame the complement response to protect host cells, the plasma protein properdin (also known as factor P) acts as a positive modulator. Properdin binds to and stabilizes the C3 convertase of the amplification loop, enhancing the overall complement response. Although properdin is considered to be an initiating recognition molecule because of its ability to bind to surface structures such as lipopolysaccharide and heparin and its ability to provide an interaction platform for C3b or hydrolysed C3, the implications of this function are still debated 28, 29 . Properdin had long been thought to be the only positive regulator of complement activation; however, several molecules that tailor complement activity on specific cell surfaces have now been described, giving rise to the concept of context-specific complement modulation
Although complement is mainly regarded as an intravascular system, increasing evidence supports an important role for complement components that are produced locally by specific cells or tissues 30 . Indeed, complement components are not only synthesized by the liver but by many other cells. For example, adipocytes are the primary source of FD production, and platelets and neutrophils store several complement proteins in their granules. Differential activation of complement in particular tissues is an important but not yet fully appreciated phenomenon that might help the immune system to distinguish between beneficial and pathogenic triggers.
Complement beyond the cascade
The effector mechanisms of complement contribute directly to the elimination of undesired particles; however, full capacity of the complement system is only achieved through its extensive collaboration with other defence systems 1, 5 . Indeed, a plethora of crosstalk mechanisms have been described and extensively reviewed over the past few years 1, 5, 10 . Although the extent of its molecular and cellular connections could suggest an indispensable role for complement in the coordination of immunological responses, it is important to remember its primary role as a first-in-line threat detector. The crosstalk between effectors generated after upstream complement-mediated sensing of PAMPs and DAMPs with other defence systems is important for translating the threat message into cellular signals that modulate a downstream response 1, 8 . Whereas a reduction in complement crosstalk, for example due to deficiencies in complement components, could influence the responsiveness of the system to certain insults, the overall effect on the functioning of the connected systems might often be small. Conversely, as discussed later, inadvertent triggering of the complement system will often have downstream inflammatory consequences. The following section describes important examples and emerging concepts related to complementmediated crosstalk. Some of these mechanisms might be highly context-specific and many mechanisms that have been described in animal models await confirmation in human systems; however, these examples illustrate how tightly embedded the complement system is in many aspects of immune surveillance and homeostasis.
Crosstalk with coagulation systems
Cooperation between the complement and coagulation systems has many potential implications for health and disease 31 . Both cascades are driven by tiered, serine protease-mediated activation steps, and examples of each pathway activating the other have been reported. For instance, coagulation enzymes such as thrombin and kallikrein can activate C3 and/or C5, whereas certain MASPs can cleave fibrinogen, prothrombin and factor XIII, among others. However, these crossactivation activities are typically low when compared to their normal routes of activation, and the (patho) physiological implications of this crosstalk remain to be explored. Independent of their mode of generation, anaphylatoxins influence coagulation through direct effects on platelets, neutrophils and endothelial cells or by stimulating pro-coagulant cytokines. For example, C5aR1 can induce expression of tissue factor (TF), thereby triggering the extrinsic coagulation pathway 32 . Conversely, thrombin-activatable fibrinolysis inhibitor (TAFI) is a carboxypeptidase (carboxypeptidase B2), the active form of which desarginates anaphylatoxins and tames their effects. von Willebrand factor (vWF) has a complex modulatory role in complement-coagulation interplay. Ultra-large multimeric forms of vWF, as observed after tissue injury, can provide a binding platform for C3b to trigger complement activation. Concurrently, vWF interacts with FH and enhances its cofactor activity for the FI-mediated degradation of C3b. Conversely, FH seems to interfere with the hydrolysis of vWF multimers by ADAMTS13. This bidirectional modulation has been proposed to strengthen platelet aggregation while keeping complement activation in control 33 . The connection between complement and platelet activation has garnered considerable interest in the past few decades, but remains obscure 34 . Platelets seem largely unaffected by complement when in their quiescent form; upon activation, however, platelets engage with complement through a complex interplay. For example, chondroitin sulfate exposed on the platelet surface is recognized by both the activator C1q and the regulators FH and C4BP. Exposed gC1qR can trigger additional C1q binding to platelets, and P-selectin, acting as a ligand for C3b, can initiate convertase formation on the surface of activated platelets. A 2015 study demonstrated that C3 can adhere to activated platelets whereupon it is transformed to a hydrolysed-like state that is capable of forming convertases and binding to CR3 (REF. 35 ). The release of complement components such as FD from the α-granules of activated platelets might fuel convertase-mediated complement turnover. Platelets themselves are well-protected from complement damage through the expression and engagement of complement regulators 31, 34 ; however, the generation of complement effectors could be important in enhancing platelet activation. Soluble MAC (that is, sC5b−9) can trigger the secretion of the platelets' α-granules, and C1q induces the expression of P-selectin, among other effects 34 . Anaphylatoxins have also been described as platelet activators. Although C3aR and C5aR1 are barely detectable on resting platelets, both are strongly upregulated upon platelet activation. The physiological effects of complement-platelet crosstalk on the defensive actions of complement or on platelet clearance remains debated, but current observations suggest that tempered complement activation on activated platelets by effector-mediated stimulation serves to sustain or amplify platelet activation 31 .
Coordination with other immune pathways
Complement activation products, particularly C3a and C5a, can modulate the activation state of most immune cell types, including neutrophils, monocytes, macrophages, and dendritic cells 19, 36, 37 (FIG. 2) . For example, a positive feedback mechanism between complement and neutrophil activation has been described in vitro: C5a can activate neutrophils to secrete properdin that, in turn, activates complement on released
Box 2 | Context-specific complement modulation
In addition to traditional activators and regulators of complement, a new set of complement modulators have emerged in the past decade. These physiological proteins bind to altered surfaces and enhance or compete with the binding of recognition molecules, activators and regulators. Among those, the factor H-related (FHR) proteins have gained particular attention. FHRs are composed of 4-9 complement control protein domains, some of which share homology with the surfacerecognizing C-terminus of factor H (FH); this recognition activity can be increased by forming dimers and tetramers. Current experimental evidence points to a major role for FHR proteins in competing with FH for binding to C3b and self-surface patterns, thereby causing 'de-regulation' of complement on certain surfaces 113 . Conversely, certain members of the pentraxin family modulate complement responses by acting as a molecular bridge between non-self or altered cells and complement components. For example, the acute-phase marker C-reactive protein is reported to bind the recognition molecules C1q and ficolins but also the regulators FH and C4b-binding protein (C4BP) 179 . Similarly, pentraxin-3 interacts with C1q, mannose-binding lectin, and ficolins as well as C4BP, FH and the FH-competitor FHR-5. 179, 180 Although this dual binding of activators and regulators might seem counterintuitive, an emerging hypothesis suggests that these complex molecular interactions temper and finely tune the response of complement to homeostatic insults such as damaged or apoptotic cells. The modulator-mediated binding of recognition molecules directs the complement response to target cells and provides opsonic tagging, whereas regulator recruitment prevents amplification and excessive effector generation and rapidly converts opsonins to forms that facilitate clearance by phagocytosis 181 . Several aspects of this complex interplay remain to be explored, particularly regarding surface discrimination and (patho)physiological implications. However, these new discoveries demonstrate that timing, localization, and collaboration between complement proteins and modulators discriminate between a forceful inflammatory response to microbial intruders, a tempered reaction to immune complexes and cellular debris, and a non-consequential probing of healthy host cells.
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neutrophil extracellular traps to generate more C5a. This perpetuation of neutrophil-derived inflammation signals might enhance defence mechanisms but also have pathological consequences in diseases such as anti neutrophil cytoplasmic autoantibody (ANCA)-associated vasculitis (see below) 38, 39 . By contrast, C3a-mediated signalling demonstrated a protective effect in a mouse model of ischaemia-reperfusion injury (IRI), constraining neutrophil mobilization in response to injury 40 . Complement has also been linked to the development and recruitment of myeloidderived suppressor cells (MDSCs), which are increasingly recognized as important players in the immune response to cancer or transplants. For example, the induction of MDSC development by hepatic stellate cells in cultured murine dendritic cells was strongly dependent on C3, and addition of exogenous iC3b to dendritic cell cultures influenced MDSC differentiation 41 . In the tumour microenvironment, complement activation leads to the recruitment and/or activation of MDSCs in a C5a-dependent manner, as shown in a syngeneic cervical cancer model 42 .
Interactions w ith antigen presenting cells.
Complement has a dual role in the activation of antigen presenting cells (APCs), depending on the target receptor and cell type involved. Activation of macrophages by C1q or iC3b induces the production of IL-10 and their participation in the clearance of apoptotic cells and damaged molecules -physiologic mechanisms that are not associated with an inflammatory process. Conversely, macrophage stimulation with C3a, C5a or C5b−9 usually induces a proinflammatory phenotype with the production of iNOS, TNF, and IL-1β driving pathogen elimination 37 . Similarly, engagement of C3aR or C5aR1 on dendritic cells is associated with their activation via PI3K/AKT, ERK, and NF-κB signalling, whereas C1q supports the differentiation The anaphylatoxin C5a, for example, exerts strong proinflammatory effects by acting as a chemoattractant and stimulator of various immune cells via C5aR1-mediated signalling, thereby influencing priming and activation with release of mediators (for example, cytokines, neutrophil extracellular traps (NETs)), differentiation, and functional activity. C3a has a distinct spectrum from C5a and has, for example, been shown to activate mast cells. Activation of professional phagocytes induces the expression of complement receptors, which enable complement-mediated phagocytosis, whereas crosstalk between C5aR, FcγR, and dectin-1 also affects antibody-mediated uptake. Adherence of opsonins to CR1 on erythrocytes is an important mechanism that directs immune complexes to the liver and spleen. Complement activation also modulates adaptive immune responses by lowering the threshold of B-cell stimulation (via iC3b or C3dg interaction with CD21) or by influencing T-cell activation (for example, by binding of C3b to CD46), differentiation, and homeostasis. Complement effectors such as C5a, sublytic membrane attack complex (MAC), and MASP-1, can directly activate endothelial cells and, for example, increase expression of tissue factor (TF) as an inducer of coagulation. Serine proteases of the complement and coagulation systems might cross-activate under certain circumstances to contribute to thromboinflammation. Concomitantly, the release of complement proteins and binding of both complement activators and regulators to platelets might amplify the platelet response and contribute to clearance of platelets and pathogens alike. BCR, B-cell receptor; NK, natural killer; TLR, Toll-like receptor.
of monocytes toward dendritic cells by engaging the leukocyte-associated immunoglobulin-like receptor 1 (REFS 43, 44) .
Given the broad effects of complement on APC responses, it is reasonable to assume that APCs primed in the presence or absence of complement-derived signals will differentially modulate T-cell responses. A role for C5a in APC activation, with consequent polarization of CD4 + T cells, has long been appreciated 45 . C3a and C5a modulate T-cell responses by regulating the expression levels of major histocompatibility complex class II and co-stimulatory molecules, and the production of cytokines by APCs 46 .
Modulation of T cell activity.
In the past 5 years, new concepts relating to the direct modulation of T-cell responses by complement have emerged. Local activation of T cell-derived autocrine C3 and C5 has been suggested to upregulate C3aR and C5aR1 expression on both APCs and T cells, resulting in direct activation of CD4 + T cells 46 . However contradictory findings, such as a reported inability to detect C5aR1 on T cells in C5aR-GFP reporter mice 47 , suggest further research is needed to determine the conditions under which anaphylatoxins might affect T cells 47, 48 . Signalling via CD46, which serves as a regulator of and a receptor for C3b and other ligands, represents another mechanism by which complement interacts with immune pathways. Activated T cells produce C3, which, when locally activated to C3b, can trigger CD46-derived signals that are critical for the induction of type 1 T helper (T H 1) cell-mediated immunity via the Notch signalling pathway and IL-10 production 49, 50 . Consistent with these findings, individuals who are deficient in CD46 or C3 have suboptimal T H 1 responses in vitro 50, 51 . A 2013 study demonstrated that intracellular C3 can be processed into C3a and C3b by the T cell-produced protease cathepsin L; the resulting CD46 and C3aR-mediated signalling regulated the induction of T H 1 and T H 17 cell responses 52 .
Interactions with pattern recognition receptors. In addition to complement, DAMPs and PAMPs are sensed by several classes of pattern recognition receptors (PRRs), including Toll-like receptors (TLRs), leucine-rich repeat-containing receptors (NLRPs), nucleotidebinding oligomerization domain (NOD)-like receptors, RIG-I-like receptors, and C-type lectin receptors 53 . Although some physiological roles of these receptors are still under investigation, evidence indicates that crosstalk between complement and PRRs determines the quality and magnitude of innate responses and the polarization of adaptive immunity 1, 5, 46, 53, 54 . Notably, while PRRs are characterized by their tissue-specific expression, complement components are expressed by virtually all tissues but at differing levels 55 . The distribution of and interplay between different PRRs and complement is essential for host defence, particularly in exposed organs such as the kidneys, but might also drive adverse events. Indeed, PRRs and complement are involved in the pathology of the same kidney diseases and are critical factors that determine the outcome of kidney transplantation [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] .
A considerable body of work has demonstrated intense collaboration between responses mediated by complement and TLRs 1, 5, 54, 61 . Complement effector signalling via C3aR and C5aR1, in particular, but also CR3 and gC1qR modulate TLR responses with effects on the production of proinflammatory cytokines by mouse and/or human APCs 54, 62 . Of note, seemingly contrasting effects are observed depending on whether dendritic cells, monocytes, or macrophages are targeted 54 . This differential modulation by C5a was further explored in a 2013 study which showed that in response to lipopolysaccharide, C5a enhanced the secretion of proinflammatory cytokines by monocytes, but induced an anti-inflammatory response in macrophages, with production of anti-inflammatory IL-10 (REF. 63 ). Additional insight has been provided by the observation that CR3 positively modulates lipopolysaccharide-induced responses in myeloid dendritic cells, but not macrophages, by promoting endosome-mediated endocytosis of the TLR required for subsequent signalling 64 . In support of a bi-directional crosstalk between TLRs and complement, activation of TLR4 in a mouse model of sepsis leads to increased production of FB in tissues such as heart, lung, kidney, liver, and spleen; the resulting increase in complement activation in turn correlates with increased TLR signalling 65 .
Tuning of inflammasome activity. Several lines of evidence suggest that complement activation modulates inflammasome function 66 . For example, cooperation between C3aR, TLR, and NLRP3 has been demonstrated in human monocytes, in which C3a seems to modulate the TLR4-mediated production of IL-1β with subsequent NLRP3 inflammasome activation and induction of T H 17 responses by T cells 67 . Sublytic amounts of MAC deposited on cell surfaces, which could reflect improper regulation in disease states, increases cytosolic Ca 2+ and results in NLRP3 activation 68, 69 . In addition, C5a has been indirectly implicated in the modulation of NLRP3 activation and inflammation induced by cholesterol crystals in atherosclerosis 70 . Finally, an inhibitory effect of C1q on inflammasome activation in response to apoptotic cells has been demonstrated in lipopolysaccharide-stimulated human macrophages 71 .
Crosstalk with adaptive immune systems. Complement participates in multifaceted collaborations between the innate and adaptive immune systems. This 'bridging' ability seems to have been conserved throughout evolution; in fish, among the most primitive species with both innate and adaptive immune systems, C3b has a role in the uptake of antigens by APCs, increasing the efficacy of antigen presentation and proliferation of B and T cells [72] [73] [74] . As mentioned earlier, iC3b and C3dg bind to CR2 (CD21), which is part of the B cell co-receptor complex (FIG. 1) . The resulting co-ligation of CR2 and the B-cell receptor by iC3b/C3dg-coated antigens largely augments B-cell responses, especially at the outset of an immune response when limited amounts of antigen are available 75, 76 . Moreover, opsonization of particles by iC3b and C3dg mediates the shuttling of antigens between B cells and follicular dendritic cells in the lymph nodes and is important for memory B-cell induction and maintenance in the germinal centres 5, 75, 77 . Importantly, robust antibody production against pathogens improves the innate immune response by facilitating C1q-mediated activation of complement.
Extensive collaboration also occurs between complement components and antibodies in providing effector functions. For example, complement receptors and Fc receptors (FcRs) coordinate to regulate phagocytosis and modulate various immune responses 78, 79 . A 2012 study described an intricate crosstalk mechanism, whereby immune complexes carrying galactosylated IgG1, FcγRIIB, and the C-type lectin receptor Dectin-1 suppressed C5aR-derived inflammation in neutrophils, offering new mechanistic insights into the regulation of inflammation by immune complexes 80 . In summary, complement determines the type and magnitude of immune responses in different tissues by communicating with other defence pathways and immune cells. Many of these events are likely to be context-specific, and the physiological relevance of each pathway remains to be defined. Ideally, such crosstalk should facilitate the rapid elimination of microbial intruders, damaged cargo, and injurious agents, and contribute to repair and the maintenance of homeostasis. However, as described below, these protective mechanisms can have deleterious effects when inappropriately activated.
Complex involvement in clinical disorders
Given that complement is a well-connected surveillance system (FIG. 2) it is not surprising that even small disturbances in its network, or an encounter with an ambiguous trigger such as a biomaterial, can provoke an unwanted response with clinical consequences. Despite the broad spectrum of clinical conditions that have been linked to complement dysregulation, there are only a few basic mechanisms that typically define the disease involvement of complement (FIG. 3) . This section describes common principles of complement-based pathologies as a basis for the discussion of specific kidney-related disorders that have garnered particular attention over the past few years.
Overwhelming and inappropriate activation
Although much of the interest in complement-associated diseases has been driven by the identification of mutations in complement components by GWAS, in many clinical conditions complement is fully functional. However, as seen in conditions related to systemic inflammatory response syndrome (SIRS), too much of a good thing can 'turn bad' . SIRS occurs when defence systems are suddenly presented with an overwhelming amount of PAMPs or DAMPs. As an early warning system and immune mediator, the induction of an intense complement response fuels hyperinflammatory events, which can be more devastating than the initial trigger. This fateful reaction has been described in sepsis but also after severe trauma, burns and in other SIRSassociated conditions. Numerous studies have identified complement as a key contributor to hyperinflammation in sepsis, with C5a in particular acting as an adverse effector through functions ranging from the release of cytokines and reactive oxygen species to consumptive coagulopathy, which contribute directly to lethality 81, 82 . Genetic ablation or pharmacological blockade of C5a signalling or C3 activation improves outcomes in animal models of sepsis 81, 83, 84 . Moreover, in vitro and in vivo studies have provided evidence of synergistic effects of blocking complement and TLRs simultaneously 85, 86 , underscoring the crosstalk that occurs between these systems in pathological events. In patients with severe trauma, the presentation of DAMPs after tissue injury can trigger complement activation, which induces SIRS and contributes to complications such as multi-organ dysfunction and/or death [87] [88] [89] . Given their simultaneous activation at the site of injury, crosstalk between complement, coagulation pathways and TLRs might be particularly relevant in this setting 89 . Interestingly, findings from animal studies suggest that complement might also influence the repair process after trauma by inducing osteoclastogenesis and contributing to wound healing 89, 90 . A 2015 study of spinal cord injury in mice showed that early inhibition of C5aR1 during the acute phase of injury improved clinical outcomes, whereas extended blockade during the chronic phase of injury did not, indicating dual roles for complement in inflammation and repair 91 . The presence of autoantibodies in the circulation and on self-surfaces can also trigger inflammation and tissue damage through inappropriate complement activation. For example, immune complexes present in systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) cause consumption of complement components in the circulation and deposition of complement activation products in the kidney (lupus nephritis) and other organs 92 . Similar mechanisms are involved in antiphospholipid antibody syndrome, myasthenia gravis, and many other autoimmune diseases 3, 92 . In patients with ANCA-associated vasculitis, neutrophil priming by C5a or other stimuli leads to the expression of proteins that are recognized by autoantibodies. This recognition further activates complement, immune cell recruitment, and neutrophils, causing a vicious cycle that induces inflammation and tissue damage to blood vessels, with the kidney being among the most affected organs 93 . Finally, the interaction of circulating natural antibodies with neoepitopes exposed during tissue damage can trigger antibody-mediated complement activation and contribute to conditions such as IRI 94 . Conversely, autoantibodies against complement components can directly modulate the complement response. Some examples, such as anti-FH antibodies that impair the surface-recognition properties of FH in atypical haemolytic uraemic syndrome (aHUS), or C3/C4 nephritic factors that stabilize assembled convertases and contribute to C3 glomerulopathies, are discussed in further detail below 59, 95 .
Ineffective removal of debris
Another mechanism by which complement is inadvertently activated is through the failed removal of debris (FIG. 3) , which is thought to contribute to the progression of age-related diseases. Ageing, lifestyle factors, and oxidative stress can lead to the formation of deposits and/or plaques that are sensed by PRRs, and the involvement of complement in this process is complex. During early stages of disease onset, the complement system has been attributed important roles in the clearance of debris and prevention of disease progression. Once debris begins to accumulate and cannot be efficiently cleared, however, perpetual activation of the complement cascade induces inflammation and tissue damage that drives degenerative processes. In models of Alzheimer disease, C1q and C3 exert neuroprotective effects via opsonic clearance of amyloid-β aggregates, whereas C1q-mediated complement activation by accumulating amyloid-β fibrils increasingly generate C5-derived effectors that maintain a focal inflammatory state, thus exacerbating disease progression 96, 97 . Similar complement-related Various events contribute to the development and progression of complement-related diseases. Excessive generation of triggers, such as the massive influx of pathogen-associated molecular patterns during sepsis or release of damage-associated molecular patterns (DAMPs) during trauma or tissue injury, leads to binding of recognition molecules and induces a complement response. These pronounced complement responses can lead to bystander activation of healthy host tissues in proximity to the initial trigger (for example, a pathogen). Moreover, the recognition of inappropriate targets, such as biomaterials (for example, implants or haemodialysis filters) or accumulating debris resulting from ageing or oxidative stress can induce misguided complement activation that contributes to inflammatory complications. Complement deficiencies can contribute to the generation of autoantibodies owing to impaired removal of immune complexes and other mechanisms, and the resulting antibodies can activate complement by binding to neoantigens on damaged cells or to self-antigens on healthy cells, with subsequent sensing by C1 complexes. Autoantibodies can also influence the activity of the complement system by interfering with the surfacerecognition capacity of regulators of complement activation (RCA) proteins such as factor H (FH), or by stabilizing convertase complexes, thereby exacerbating complement activation. Gain-of-function mutations in complement components or loss-of-function mutations and deficiencies in complement regulators largely define the systemic activation profile of complement (marked by thick and thin arrows to indicate the level of activity), and can lead to attack of susceptible organs such as the kidney. In addition to circulating systemic complement, local secretion of complement components by tissue cells and infiltrating or tissue-resident immune cells contributes to activation events. The generation of complement effectors leads to the attraction and activation of immune cells, with release of proinflammatory mediators such as cytokines, reactive oxygen species (ROS) or reactive nitrogen species. The resulting cell damage further stimulates complement activation and fuels a vicious cycle of complement activation, inflammation, and tissue damage. Finally, strong crosstalk between complement and the coagulation system contributes to thrombotic events.
mechanisms have been described in other neurological and neurodegenerative diseases, as well as in atherosclerosis [96] [97] [98] [99] [100] . Another prominent example of a disease of ageing that is mediated by complement is age-related macular degeneration (AMD), a chronic degenerative eye disease, in which complement activation contributes to the geographic atrophy and choroidal neovascularization that causes loss of vision 101 . Although the aetiology of AMD is complex, the presence of complement components in lipoprotein deposits (known as drusen) often observed in the early stages of AMD suggests that insufficient clearance and accumulation of debris leading to activation of complement is an important factor 2, 101 .
Misguided activation by foreign materials
Finally, complement can be inappropriately activated by the biomaterials and foreign cells that are increasingly used in modern medicine (FIG. 3) . Polymers and metal surfaces present in haemodialysis filters, extracorporeal circuits, oxygenators, implants, and drug delivery devices can be recognized as foreign intruders by complement, which induces an inflammatory response that can affect the functionality of the device and patients' quality-of-life 2, 102 . The mechanisms of complement activation by biomaterials are diverse and material-dependent but often involve the adsorption of plasma proteins such as albumin or immunoglobulins, which bind and activate recognition molecules or complement components such as C3 (REF. 102 ). Cell and organ transplants, in contrast, typically express antigenic epitopes that trigger complement activation via antibody-dependent routes 60 . Foreign-body reactions in the context of kidney transplantation and haemodialysis are discussed in further detail below.
Missing and dysfunctional complement components
Whereas the above-described disease mechanisms are mainly attributed to excessive complement activation in the presence of an intact complement system, missing or dysfunctional components can induce or exacerbate an entirely new set of problems. Primary deficiencies have been reported for many key components of the complement system, but the frequencies and clinical impact of these deficiencies are diverse 103 . Deficiency of early complement components is commonly associated with autoimmune and immune complex-mediated diseases, with more than 90% of patients with deficiencies in C1 proteins developing SLE-like disorders 92 . Impaired scavenging and clearance of apoptotic cells and immune complexes are thought to be major causal factors. Moreover, since complement participates in the elimination of self-reactive lymphocytes, deficiencies in complement components might favour the production of autoantibodies by affecting B-cell tolerance 92 . Interestingly, and despite a prominent role for C3 opsonization in 'waste disposal' (that is, clearance of debris and apoptotic cells), C3 deficiencies are not strongly associated with autoimmune disease. These paradoxical roles of C1q and C3 have been explained by the observation that, whereas C1q primarily facilitates phagocytic uptake, C3 opsonins also mediate intracellular trafficking of apoptotic cargoes and enhance endocytic processing of antigens that are required for generating potentially adverse T-cell responses 9 . Interestingly, especially in view of the intricate effector roles of C5a and MAC, primary deficiencies in terminal components (C5 to C9) seem to have limited clinical consequences, most prominently an increased risk of meningococcal infection. Similarly, C3 deficiency is mostly associated with increased susceptibility to certain pyogenic infections, such as those caused by meningococci, pneumococci and haemophilus influenzae. Finally, deficiencies in complement regulators such as FH or CD46, though rare, are typically associated with kidney diseases 103 . Paroxysmal nocturnal haemoglobinuria (PNH) is an ultra-rare but severe haematological disease in which somatic mutations in the genes responsible for glycosylphosphatidylinositol anchor synthesis lead to clonal populations of blood cells that lack several membrane proteins, including CD55 and CD59. As a consequence, PNH erythrocytes show increased susceptibility to complement-mediated haemolysis, for example, resulting from bystander activation during infection, with consequential anaemia and high thrombotic risk 104 . More common than deficiencies are genetic variations in complement components that define the functionality of the complement system and often represent a tipping point if and when clinical issues manifest. In general, gain-of-function mutations in activator components (for example, in C3) or loss-of-function mutations in regulators (for example, in FH) predispose individuals to disease susceptibility 11 . The advent of GWAS in particular has led to a surge in newly identified mutations and polymorphisms that correlate with disease. In February 2016, the FH aHUS mutation database 105 listed 1,146 genetic alterations in C3, FH, FI, and CD46 alone, some 400 of which were disease-related (mostly aHUS but also AMD and other conditions). Despite this wealth of information, the functional consequences of distinct genetic variations are only beginning to be understood. For example, a strong correlation between the common Tyr402His variation in FH and risk of developing AMD was described in 2005 (REF. 106 ), yet the exact pathological process is not yet clear. Current data indicate that the Try402 and His402 variants of FH mainly differ in their binding to self-pattern and oxidative stress markers such as malondialdehyde 107 . Several of these genetic alterations might have only a small effect on the function of the affected component but might have considerable effects on the complement system as a whole by exacerbating an imbalance in complement activation, particularly in chronic conditions such as AMD. Furthermore, an increasing prevalence and diversity of complement mutations and polymorphisms increase the chance that an individual will carry a distinct set of variants, or 'complotype' , which defines the reactivity of the complement system and an individual's susceptibility to complement-related disease 11 . These concepts were underscored by studies showing that the combination of polymorphisms in C3, FB, and FH with weak individual consequences could result in a profound shift in complement activity 108 .
Perhaps most intriguingly, mutations and/or polymorphisms, dysfunctions, and deficiencies in complement proteins are expected to lead to a systemic imbalance that can affect all cells and tissues, yet clinical manifestations are primarily detected in particular organs, such as the eye and, even more prominently, the kidneys.
Complement-mediated kidney disease
The reason for the kidney's unique susceptibility to complement-induced damage is not fully understood but is probably influenced by its anatomical organization and functional specialization. For example, size and charge-sensitive filtration exposes glomeruli to circulating immune effectors and favours the deposition of immune complexes, and the high resorptive and secretory activity of tubular epithelial cells renders these cells susceptible to oxidative stress 109 . Moreover, the kidney seems to have an activated complement profile even under baseline conditions, which probably serves to remove immune complexes and provide protection from microorganisms of the urinary tract 58 . Glomerular filtration generally increases the local protein concentration in plasma, and it is well-appreciated that several complement components are locally produced by parenchymal cells of the glomeruli, tubules, and medulla 110 , with both these functions probably contributing to increased complement turnover.
The expression of complement regulators varies considerably between cell types, suggesting distinct levels of regulation within different sections of the kidney. For example, renal tubules express very low levels of complement regulators, and the apical membrane of proximal tubular cells is almost completely devoid of membranebound complement inhibitors 111 . The glomerular endothelium expresses lower levels of CD55 and CD59 than do endothelial cells from other tissues, making the glomerular endothelium more dependent on fluid-phase regulators, such as FH, to suppress complement activity, as evidenced in patients with aHUS. This dependence on FH for complement regulation is even more pronounced in the glomerular basement membrane (GBM), which is exposed to blood through the fenestrated endothelium and completely lacks membrane-bound complement regulators. Loss of endothelial cells and/or podocytes during acute kidney injury further exposes the ill-protected GBM. The glycocalyx, which coats the endothelial cells and the GBM is rich in glycosaminoglycans such as heparan sulfates, which recruit FH; the rapid loss of the glycocalyx, as observed in IRI, can increase the vulnerability of the glomerular filtration barrier. In this context, striking connections have been described between complement diseases in the kidney and eyes, as some patients with C3 glomerulopathies develop drusen in their macula. Basement membranes, such as the GBM and the subretinal Bruch's membrane, constitute focal areas of complement activation and deposition that are largely affected by genetic variations in FH. Interestingly, however, the expression profile of heparan sulfate is distinct in the two tissues and may provide a 'site-specific guidance' for protection by FH and its related molecules that defines disease susceptibility. Indeed, FH seems to bind heparan sulfates in the eye mainly via its CCP7 domain, which contains the common AMD-related FH Tyr402His variation; by contrast, the C-terminal domain (CCP19-20) seem to be the major recognition site of FH for kidney heparan sulfate, explaining the frequency of aHUS-related variations in that region 112 . Furthermore, deregulation by factor H-related (FHR) proteins
is increasingly recognized as a disease-contributing factor, and genetic alterations in FHR proteins are associated with kidney diseases such as C3 glomerulopathies, aHUS, and IgA nephropathy 113 .
Other factors can also contribute to increased complement activation in the kidney. For example, the synthesis of ammonia by tubular epithelial cells can induce hydrolysis of C3 with subsequent formation of C3 convertases. Properdin seems to have a prominent role in kidney disease progression, but whether it acts as an initiator or modulator of complement activity is not yet clear 28 . Furthermore, complement activation induces the expression of P-selectin on endothelial cells, which in turn binds C3b and stabilizes the C3-convertase on the cell surface 114 . Since both the complement and coagulation systems are sensitive to acidic microenvironments, the comparatively low pH of the fluid within the lumen of the renal tubule can exacerbate activation of and crosstalk between the systems 115 . Finally, proinflammatory cytokines increase the local production of complement components by kidney cells, thereby fueling the complement response.
aHUS and other thrombotic microangiopathies
The strong connection between complement, coag lation pathways and endothelial cells and the consequences of imbalances therein are particularly obvious in thrombotic microangiopathies (TMAs). Although diseases with distinct aetiologies such as aHUS and thrombotic thrombocytopenic purpura (TTP) fall under the TMA spectrum, common features define their pathology, including microangiopathic haemolytic anaemia, thrombocytopenia, vascular damage with thrombosis, and organ injury 114, 116, 117 . Essential insights into TMA disease pathogenesis have been acquired from studies of aHUS, a rare kidney disorder associated with imbalanced complement activation, which results in damage to the kidney endothelium and thrombus formation. Notably, aHUS is strongly associated with polymorphisms and mutations of activators (C3 and FB) and regulators (CD46, FH, and FI) of the 'alternative pathway' (REF. 118) 
. More than 300 aHUS-associated genetic alterations are listed in the FH aHUS mutation database to date, with mutational hotspots primarily in the C-terminus of FH and the C3d-domain of C3 (REF. 105 ). Variations in C3 and FB enhance convertasemediated generation of C3b, whereas alterations in genes that encode regulators of complement disturb the control of convertase activity and C3b deposition on renal endothelium which, as discussed previously, strongly relies on fluid-phase regulators. Importantly, the devastating effects of imbalanced complement activation on the renal endothelium are primarily mediated by excessive opsonization and formation of C5b−9 on the cell
Fluid phase
Refers to complement activity in the circulation rather than on the targeted surface. Fluid-phase activation maintains alertness of the complement system (tick-over) but needs to be tightly controlled by soluble complement regulators.
surface, rather than uncontrolled activation of the fluid phase 119 . Alongside activation of endothelial cells and platelets by C5b−9, the anaphylatoxins C3a and C5a induce a local proinflammatory environment that promotes the formation of microthrombi in the renal microvasculature 114 . The release of haeme during haemolytic periods might act as secondary 'hit' by further inducing complement activation, since haeme has been shown in vitro to enhance C3 activation, decrease CD55 and CD46 expression on endothelial cells, and increase the expression of P-selectin as a ligand for C3b 120 . As a disease essentially conditioned by the excessive generation of C5-derived effectors, aHUS is successfully treated by the anti-C5 antibody eculizumab 121 . A longitudinal study in which patients with aHUS were treated for up to 1 year demonstrated that eculizumab normalized systemic levels of C5a and C5b−9 and markers of renal injury and endothelial damage; however, eculizumab decreased but did not normalize levels of the complement marker Ba (an FB fragment released during convertase formation) or soluble VCAM-1, a marker of endothelial cell activation 122 . Although this finding reflects ongoing complement activation despite blockage of C5, the implications for disease progression are not yet clear; therapeutic intervention at upstream levels, for example, by inhibiting MASP-2 are currently being evaluated 123 . Although the involvement of complement in aHUS pathogenesis is well-established, studies over the past few years suggest that complement has contributory roles in other TMA diseases 114, 124 . Typical HUS is induced by Shiga toxin-producing Escherichia coli (STEC), and increased complement activation has been linked to Shiga toxininduced expression of the proposed C3b ligand P-selectin on endothelial cells 125 . Beneficial effects of eculizumab in STEC-induced HUS were reported in connection with the STEC outbreak in Germany in 2011, but the effect of this treatment on HUS remains controversial 114, 124, 126 . TTP is caused by decreased activity of ADAMTS13, a metalloproteinase that cleaves vWF. The influence of complement on TTP is not well defined, although the interaction between FH and vWF oligomers, endothelial damage, and microvascular thrombus formation might lead to secondary complement activation 33, 114, 124 . Thus far, complement-targeted therapies have only been explored in one case study of TTP with favourable outcome 114, 127 . Of note, however, the clinical distinction between aHUS and TTP remains challenging in some cases, and individual patients may have clinical signs of both TTP and aHUS 128, 129 ; more research is needed to elucidate the effect of complement on TMA beyond aHUS.
C3 glomerulopathy
The term C3 glomerulopathy, introduced in 2010 as consensus nomenclature 130 , refers to a group of renal pathologies characterized by detection of C3 opsonins in glomeruli, with minimal or no deposition of immunoglobulins. These forms of renal disease are typically caused by abnormal control of the alternative pathway of complement activation, in contrast to forms of immunoglobulin-associated membranoproliferative glomerulonephritis, which can be caused by autoimmune reactions or infection and are characterized by strong IgG or IgM staining alongside C3 and C1q. C3 glomerulo pathies can be subdivided into dense deposit disease (DDD) and C3 glomerulonephritis on the basis of histological observations 95, 130, 131 . C3 glomerulopathies develop as a consequence of imbalanced complement activation and lead to proteinuria and haematuria, with progression to renal failure within 10 years of diagnosis in approximately 50% of patients. The high mortality is a consequence of the lack of effective therapy and poor prognosis after kidney transplantation, with disease recurrence being observed in over 50% of all cases 132 . In contrast to aHUS, in which endothelial cell damage and local deposition of complement fragments are considered driving factors, uncontrolled activation and consumption of complement in the fluid phase leading to bystander opsonization of ill-protected surfaces (such as the GBM) is considered the predominant mechanism in C3 glomerulopathy. The reasons for this hyperactivation of complement are diverse and can include autoimmune mechanisms, particularly the presence of C3/C4 nephritic factors that stabilize C3 convertases, and genetic alterations in C3, FH, FI and/or FHR proteins. Whereas C3 nephritic factor is associated with chronic activation of the amplification loop by stabilizing C3 convertases, a heterozygous C3 mutation associated with DDD was found to impair the FH-mediated degradation of C3b by FI 133 . Similarly, genetic variations in FH and FI observed in patients with C3 glomerulopathy result in the loss of regulatory functions. In contrast to aHUSrelated mutations and polymorphisms in FH, which typi cally affect the surface-recognizing C-terminus, those associated with C3 glomerulopathy generally occupy a focal area in the regulatory domains. Genetic alterations in the region encoding FHR proteins, including point mutations, polymorphisms, deletions, and rearrange ments, have been identified in patients with C3 glomerulopathy. The pathologic mechanisms by which alterations in FHR proteins affect complement activation remain elusive, but likely involve deregulation and other modulatory effects on the complement system 95 
The increased complement turnover generates C5a that is recognized as a promoter of necrotic and inflammatory lesions in the glomeruli, which progress to renal fibrosis and impairment of kidney function 121 . The vast diversity of pathologic mechanisms that underlie C3 glomerulopathies renders diagnosis and classification challenging, and has implications for the development of treatment strategies. Indeed, whereas anti-C5 therapy has developed into a gold standard for the treatment of aHUS, only select patients with C3 glomerulopathies will benefit from the same treatment 126, 134 . Given the central involvement of excessive amplification loop activity in most patients, strategies that target C3 and/or the convertases are currently under investigation.
Transplantation and IRI
Many kidney disorders will eventually progress to endstage renal disease (ESRD) requiring haemodialysis and/or kidney transplantion 23 . Although transplantation is the desirable treatment option for patients with ESRD, organ shortages and compatibility issues limit the number of transplantations performed worldwide. Complement has rapidly moved into the spotlight of transplantation medicine, with involvement in most complications that can arise during the procedure 60 . In deceased organ donors, complement activation occurs shortly after brain death or cardiac arrest. Clinical studies have shown a direct correlation between the presence of complement activation fragments in the plasma of deceased donors and poorer post-transplantation outcome, suggesting that inhibition of complement and coagulation pathways in the donor could result in decreased tissue damage and better transplant outcomes 135 . In addition, the inevitable period of cold ischaemia during organ collection and storage induces hypoxia, inflammation, and tissue damage that contribute to rejection episodes and graft loss. During reperfusion, ischemia-induced DAMPs such as histones, heat-shock proteins, and biglycan activate TLRs and provide neoepitopes for natural antibodies, which subsequently activate complement 56 . The increased expression of complement proteins, the loss of glycocalyx and complement regulators, and the damage and detachment of endothelial cells as a consequence of acute kidney injury can exacerbate complement activation on tubular epithelial cells, contributing to the production of proinflammatory cytokines 60 . Interestingly, whereas mice that lack FB are protected from kidney IRI, Fb/Tlr2 double-knockout mice are not, suggesting counter-regulatory effects between complement and TLR2 during IRI 136 . While complement-related tissue damage during IRI is mainly dependent on C5-derived effectors with recruitment and activation of neutrophils by C5a and cell activation and damage by C5b−9, the initial triggers of complement activation in kidney IRI remain elusive 60 . In addition to antibody-mediated activation, components of the lectin pathway are increasingly identified as inducing factors. For example, a 2016 study showed that collectin-11 can recognize an abnormal l-fucose pattern on postischaemic renal tubule cells and activate complement via MASP-2 137 . Independent of the mechanisms, acute kidney injury caused by complement and other inadvertently triggered defence systems during donor death and IRI affects the quality of the graft and largely contributes to the rejection risk in transplantation.
The prominent role of complement in cell-mediated and antibody-mediated transplant rejection has long been recognized, with increased levels of C5a and soluble C5b−9 commonly detected in the plasma and urine of transplant recipients during rejection episodes 60, 138 . Moreover, C4d-containing opsonins are among the most reliable biomarkers of rejection in kidney biopsy samples 139 . Several mechanisms link complement to kidney transplant injury, and local complement production is of particular importance in this context. Tubular epithelial cells are the main target but also a major source of complement in the kidney undergoing rejection, yet graft-infiltrating cells also contribute to local complement production 60 . In crossover transplantation studies in mice, allograft rejection was entirely dependent on complement production by the donor tissue; transplantation of kidneys from C3-knockout mice into wildtype mice was successful without any requirement for immunosuppression 140 . The role of complement in cellular rejection seems to be complex and some aspects remain controversial. The interaction between APCs and alloreactive T cells leads to the secretion of complement proteins and local generation of C3a and C5a; signalling through C3a and C5a receptors on APCs, and potentially T cells, amplifies the T H 1-cell response and graft rejection. Activation of C3aR and C5aR1 on APCs and CD4 + T cells sends proliferation, co-stimulatory, and survival signals for T cells; blockage of C3a and C5a-induced responses results in the endogenous production of TGF-β by APCs and T cells 141 . CD4
+ T cells with a regulatory phenotype suppressed immune responses in a mouse model of graft-versus-host disease, providing proof-of-principle of the benefits of complement inhibition during transplantation 141, 142 . As improvements in immunosuppression have decreased the clinical impact of cellular rejection, attention has increasingly turned to antibody-mediated rejection (ABMR), which remains associated with high rates of graft loss. Complement integrally participates in ABMR by causing direct tissue damage, regulating the production of donor-specific antibodies (DSAs) in B cells, potentiating the injury caused by antibodies, and fostering thrombo-inflammatory complications. In fact, the combination of serum DSAs and positive C4d staining in the allograft is used as a criterion to define ABMR in renal allografts. The binding of antibodies to the allograft strongly activates complement, resulting in the generation of C5a and C5b−9, which activate neutrophils and endothelial cells, among others. Although a rare occurrence as a result of improved crossmatching, complement-mediated damage is particularly pronounced in hyperacute rejection due to the presence of pre-formed antibodies. Of note, however, complement also contributes to the induction of DSAs as opsonization with iC3b and C3dg decreases the threshold of B-cell activation, as described above, and complement activation is required for the alloantigeninduced priming of B cells 143 . Crosstalk between complement, coagulation, and FcR-mediated processes further potentiates the pro-coagulant and inflammatory responses, leading to endothelial damage, thrombosis, and graft loss 144 . An area that has gained interest is the potential link between complement inhibition and graft accommodation through the sustained protection of endothelial cells from DSAs and complement. In monkeys that had been pre-sensitized with skin grafts, depletion of complement induced long-term survival of a subsequently transplanted kidney 145 . In this model, graft accommodation was associated with upregulation in the expression levels of complement regulatory proteins and anti-apoptotic genes. Many aspects of accommodation as an 'acquired resistance' to complement-mediated injury of endothelial cells remain elusive and might involve modulation of surface-regulation and cellular responses. Given the central involvement of complement in most aspects of transplant-related complications, and the potential prospect of allowing transplantation across ABO, HLA or species barriers, therapeutic complement inhibition is currently considered a promising strategy 60, 146 .
Haemodialysis-related complications
Patients awaiting kidney transplantation and other patients with impaired kidney function must undergo dialysis. While essential, this procedure exacerbates clinical complications such as muscle wasting, endothelial and immune cell dysfunction, malnutrition, and anaemia; it also increases the risk of cardiovascular disease, which represents a major cause of mortality 23, 147 . During the contact of blood with the haemodialysis filters and extracorporeal circuits, the exposed biomaterials are recognized as foreign surfaces and activate complement. Although this effect was most obvious for older cellulose-based haemodialysis filters, modern synthetic filters with improved biocompatibility still induce substantial complement activation through all initiation pathways 3, 147 . The generation of C5a during haemodialysisinduced complement activation is associated with neutrophil activation and an increase in TF expression as a primary initiator of coagulation. Indeed, patients on haemodialysis have an elevated risk of thrombosis and exhibit increased expression of oxidative stress markers and proinflammatory cytokines -factors that are all strongly correlated with mortality in this population 147, 148 . The impact of haemodialysis-induced complement activation on overall inflammation, or even mortality, is difficult to assess given the complexity of the underlying diseases and treatments. Nevertheless, repetitive, chronic-acute inflammatory and complementmediated triggers are likely to contribute to disease progression and/or affect quality of life. Further research into the biocompatibility of haemodialysis filters and potential treatment options might open new avenues for decreasing the burden of haemodialysis.
Complement-targeted therapy
Modulation of the complement system has long been recognized as a potential therapeutic strategy in inflammatory diseases but faced initial challenges
; however, the newly discovered disease associations of complement have reinvigorated interest in the development of complement-targeted therapeutics. Although the currently available arsenal of complement inhibitors is limited, their clinical use has already changed the treatment landscape of selected disorders and showed great potential for many other indications 3, 123, 149 . Alongside preparations of the broad serine protease inhibitor C1-INH, the only complement-specific drug on the market is eculizumab. This therapeutic antibody binds to and prevents activation of C5, thereby blocking the generation of C5a and MAC 121 . Originally introduced to prevent intravascular haemolysis in PNH, improving both anaemia and thrombotic complications and changing the natural history of this disease 104 , eculizumab was subsequently approved for the treatment of aHUS 121 . In clinical trials, eculizumab was well-tolerated and improved or normalized platelet counts and glomerular filtration rates for most patients with aHUS; in one trial, 19 of 20 patients achieved TMA-free status in the second year of treatment 150 . Although eculizumab is now established as a standard therapy for aHUS in many countries, the high treatment cost can be prohibitive and has spurred discussions about the required duration of anti-C5 therapy in patients with aHUS 121, 151 . Despite the successful application of eculizumab in diseases that are driven by the damaging effects of C5-derived effectors, anti-C5 therapy does have limitations. Importantly, blockage of C5 activation does not prevent upstream activation of complement by recognition complexes, opsonization with C4 and C3-derived fragments, or the resulting amplification of the response. These considerations are most obvious in the case of C3-driven disorders such as C3 glomerulopathy, in which only a subset of patients seem to benefit from C5-targeted therapy 134 . Upstream complement inhibition could also prove beneficial in conditions with complex complement activation patterns, such as transplant rejection 146, 152 . For instance, eculizumab did not reach its primary end point in a recent multi-center phase II trial with the drug for preventing ABMR in living-donor kidney transplant recipients requiring desensitization despite promising initial results 153, 154 ; other clinical trials with eculizumab in transplantation and kidney graft IRI are ongoing 123, 146, 152 .
Box 3 | The promises and challenges of therapeutic complement inhibition
The concept of inhibiting complement for therapeutic purposes has been considered for decades but only resulted in broad availability of clinically approved drugs in the past 10 years. Indeed, complement-targeted drug discovery has long faced unique challenges, some of which were technical, such as the strong involvement of protein-protein interactions that are difficult to target, or the high plasma concentrations and turnover of certain components 149, 123, 155 . The introduction of biologics such as antibodies or peptides has overcome many of these hurdles. General concerns about the safety of inhibiting a defence system like complement have traditionally posed the biggest roadblocks. Such concerns long remained hypothetical and based on limited data from individuals with complement deficiencies, many of whom show increased susceptibility to pyogenic infections and/or immune complex-related diseases. The clinical impact of complement deficiencies is variable though, and depends on the type of deficiency. Importantly, pharmacologic control of complement targets cannot be directly compared with corresponding deficiencies in complement components, as deficiencies are irreversible and probably affect baseline immune responses. Conversely, therapies can be interrupted during adverse events, recovery of complement activity can be accelerated by plasma therapy, and common infectious risks can be managed by vaccination and/or antibiotics. Moreover, the antimicrobial relevance of complement seems to wane in adults with increasing strength of adaptive immunity. We suggest that the pathological consequences of exaggerated complement activation might outweigh the potential loss of physiological function in many disorders. Of course, this theory does not necessarily render therapeutic complement inhibition safe, and each target and drug will require careful evaluation. However, the considerations discussed above and the positive experiences with complement inhibitors currently on the market, in particular with eculizumab, have spurred new confidence in this approach. The ongoing clinical trials with compounds targeting almost all levels of the cascade will undoubtedly benefit the field and replace hypothetical considerations about safety with clinically validated data. The far greater challenge in the coming years will be to identify the right indications, therapeutic strategies and patient cohorts for complement-targeted therapeutics in order to facilitate clinical translation.
Over the past few years, several new therapeutic strategies involving interventions at various points in the complement cascade have been developed, several of which are being evaluated in clinical trials 3, 123, 149 . For example, regulator-based therapeutics that target C3 and C5 convertases are being investigated in diseases driven by dysregulated complement and excessive amplification 155 . Short-term use of a soluble form of CR1 (CDX-1135 by Celldex Therapeutics, the development of which has now been discontinued) was well-tolerated, normalized levels of C3 and decreased levels of sC5b−9 in an 8-year-old patient with rapidly progressing DDD, providing important proof-of-concept of the benefits of C3-targeted intervention in this disease 156 . Another example is mirococept (APT070), which contains a recombinant fragment of CR1 linked to a membrane-tethering moiety, and is being evaluated for its ability to provide localized tissue protection during kidney transplantation. When perfused after organ collection, mirococept lines the endothelium of the donor organ to restrict complement mediated damage after transplantation 123, 157 . Convertase-mediated amplification can also be impaired by inhibiting FD, which represents a bottle-neck in convertase formation. Genentech is currently enrolling patients with AMD for a phase III trial of the anti-FD antibody, lampalizumab 158, 159 . Small-molecule strategies for inhibiting FD are being developed by Achillion Pharmaceuticals and Novartis 123 . An alternative approach to inhibiting convertases is protecting native C3 from convertase-mediated activation, through the action of the peptidic inhibitor compstatin and its derivatives 155 . By binding to C3 and C3b, compstatin analogues prevent C3 opsonization by all initiation routes, thereby impairing amplification, downstream C5 activation, and effector generation. Among other indications 155 , the lead analogue Cp40 has shown efficacy in an in vitro model of C3 glomerulopathy 160 . Although systemic inhibition of C3 had been considered restrictive because of its high plasma concentration and turnover
, a 2014 study demonstrated that target-saturating concentrations of Cp40 can be maintained in monkeys by repetitive subcutaneous injection 161 . Cp40 has also been used in a monkey model of haemodialysis-induced inflammation, in which a single injection of the drug abrogated filter-induced complement activation during the 4 h haemodialysis session and increased levels of the anti-inflammatory cytokine IL-10 (REF. 162 ). Add-on therapy with a broad complement inhibitor might prove useful in treating haemodialysis-related complications because of the potential involvement of several initiation pathways; the short-term use and synthetic nature of Cp40 might also address the cost sensitivity for this indication. A Cp40-based drug (AMY-101; Amyndas Pharmaceuticals) is scheduled for evaluation in phase I trials, with uses for PNH, C3 glomerulopathy, periodontitis, and transplantation, whereas inhibitors based on first-generation compstatin analogues (APL-1, APL-2; Apellis Pharmaceuticals) are in clinical trials for chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, AMD, and PNH 123, [163] [164] [165] . In instances where a single known initiation route or effector molecule determines disease onset, a more focused intervention could be considered. For example, a C1s-specific antibody (TNT009, TrueNorth Therapeutics) is currently being evaluated for autoimmune haemolytic anemia 166 , and Omeros is conducting phase II trials of an anti-MASP2 antibody (OMS721) for TMAs, including aHUS 123, 167 . Purified or recombinant C1-INH preparations that target both C1s and MASP-2 as well as other proteases are already on the market for the treatment of hereditary angioedema 24 and some have been evaluated in transplantation 168 . In diseases that are primarily caused by C5a activity, such as ANCA-associated vasculitis with its vicious cycle of complement and neutrophil activation, selective intervention at the C5a-C5aR1 axis might be sufficient to confer therapeutic benefit. Indeed, ongoing phase II clinical trials with the orally active C5aR1 antagonist CCX168 (Chemocentryx) are promising 169 , and Chemocentryx has now initiated phase II studies of CCX168 in aHUS and IgA nephropathy 170, 171 . The anti-C5a antibody IFX-1 (InflaRx) is in clinical evaluation for acute inflammatory conditions, including a phase II trial in organ dysfunction during sepsis 123, 172 . The above-mentioned approaches only cover a fraction of the complement-targeted strategies that are currently in development and reflect a new confidence in the therapeutic modulation of the complement cascade 123, 149, 155 . As detailed above, the harmful effects of complement rapidly become dominant in many clinical disorders, and the protective functions against microbial threats become less important with the development of adaptive immunity. Still, the potentially increased risk of infection or other adverse effects needs to be considered and carefully evaluated during the clinical development of complement-targeted strategies
. Overall, experience thus far with long-term treatment of patients with eculizumab and C1-INH has been positive 173, 174 , and the ongoing clinical trials with various complement inhibitors acting at distinct stages of the cascade will shed more light on the limitations and opportunities of complement-targeted therapies.
Conclusions
The past few decades have provided insights into the complexity of the complement system; we have now arrived at a new perception of this evolutionarily refined pathway that reaches far beyond its role in host defence to tissue development, waste disposal, and immune modulation. The dynamic interplay between numerous components within the cascade and extensive crosstalk with other pathways defines this versatility in immune surveillance and homeostasis; however, it also makes complement vulnerable to inappropriate activation, with clinical consequences. Complement might not always be the driving force of disease progression, yet some degree of pathological involvement of complement is very likely whenever the body is confronted with damaged or altered cells, accumulating debris, or foreign materials. These situations are typically exacerbated by imbalances in complement resulting from genetic variation, deficiencies, or autoimmune reactions, often occurring in combination. The resulting inflammation, immune cell activation, and tissue damage can cause further complement activation and fuel a vicious cycle that spurs disease progression. Particularly in age-related and degenerative diseases, complement can assume a dual role of removing disease triggers at early stages but fueling inflammation once a 'tipping point' has been reached. Research over the past few decades also provides new insights into why some organs, especially the kidney, seem to be particularly susceptible to complement-mediated tissue damage, even though complement dysregulation occurs systemically. Indeed, increasing knowledge of the involvement of complement in kidney conditions has already changed the classification of disease spectra such as C3 glomerulopathies, furthering our understanding of pathological mechanisms and suggesting new avenues for treatment. Despite tremendous progress in the field, additional genetic, molecular, preclinical, and clinical studies are necessary to refine that insight and determine which indications will benefit most from complement-targeted therapy. Although the selection of clinically available complement inhibitors is currently limited, the success of eculizumab in PNH and aHUS illustrates clearly the potential of therapeutic interventions that target the complement system. Fortunately, a plethora of potent drug candidates covering a diverse set of targets within the cascade are already undergoing or awaiting clinical evaluation, likely making the next decades an even more transformative era for complement research in kidney and other diseases.
